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Description

The invention relates to an electric command spoiler device for use in an aircraft wherein a plurality of spoilers are deployed for both aircraft roll and speed brake operation, comprising

— a plurality of electric responsive spoiler actuators, each actuator responding to a control signal to actuate an associated spoiler to a predetermined deflection between its fully retracted and fully deployed positions;

— roll command means for producing a roll command signal representative of commanded roll upon a deflection of the roll command means,

— logic control means responsive to said roll command signals for producing actuator command signals, said logic control means including means for coupling each of said command signals to at least one of said associated spoilers actuators,

— at least two spoilers on each wing, each spoiler being independently controlled by an individual actuator,

— flap position transducer means for producing a signal representative of the aircraft's flap position.

Such a device is known from "Aircraft Engineering", vol. 35, nr. 9, 1963, London, "Flying controls and automatic landing", pages 275 to 278.

The device known to the prior art has suffered from the fact that there is no predetermined relationship between the aircraft rolling moment produced by the differential operation of the spoiler and ailerons on both wings and rotation of the control wheel. It is preferable for both safety and ease of flying that there is a predetermined relationship in the aircraft response with respect to control deflection.

It is an object of this invention, therefore, to provide an improved aircraft spoiler device which is capable of producing a predetermined aircraft rolling moment, as a function of control wheel rotation, preferably a linear one.

This is achieved according to the invention by a device that is characterized by

a. speedbrake command means for producing a speedbrake command signal representative of a command speedbrake condition,

b. said logic control means responsive also to said speedbrake command signal and said flap position transducer produced signal for producing an individual predetermined actuator command signal for each actuator, such that the spoiler deployment in response to the roll command signal produces a predetermined roll response of the aircraft.

FIG. 1 is a top view of an aircraft illustrating inboard and outboard spoiler position;

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the preferred embodiment of a complete multichannel electric command spoiler system;

FIG. 3 is a detailed block diagram of a representative channel shown in Fig. 2;

FIG. 4 illustrates preferred fault detection and switching circuitry;

FIGS. 5—11 are graphs illustrating preferred spoiler deployment, for various aircraft conditions, which produce a linear aircraft rolling moment as a function of control wheel rotation.

FIG. 1 is a top view of a modern commercial aircraft. The aircraft is provided with four left outboard spoilers 1—4, two left inboard spoilers 5—6, two right inboard spoilers 7, 8 and four right outboard spoilers 9—12. Left and right outboard ailerons 13, 14 and left and right inboard ailerons 15, 16, respectively are also provided. The spoilers 1—12 and ailerons 13—16 are control surfaces which may be deployed by actuators (not shown) to a given angle with respect to the wing. In the case of the spoilers, these control surfaces may be raised from a fully retracted position flush with the wing to a fully deployed angle extending from the wing.

In this aircraft, the spoilers are used both as speedbrakes and as control surfaces for providing, in cooperation with the ailerons, a rolling moment to the aircraft for turning. A speedbrake lever (not shown), provided in the cockpit controls the position of all spoilers in any position from the fully retracted to the fully deployed position. Rotation of the control wheel, however, causes a differential deployment of the spoilers. That is, should, for example, the pilot rotate the control wheel in the clockwise direction thus commanding a roll maneuvering the aircraft to the right, the spoilers on the right wing would be raised whereas those on the left wing would retract, unless they were already at the partly retracted position.

In prior art spoiler control systems, it was found that the rolling moment produced by the spoilers, in cooperation with the ailerons, was not linear as a function of linear rotation of the control wheel. It was determined that, for example, the angle of the flaps, such as flaps 21—24 of Fig. 1, was a contributing factor to this nonlinear response. In order to provide a linear rolling moment with control wheel rotation, according to the present invention, each of the aircraft's spoilers 1—12 is driven by its own electrically responsive actuator (not shown). In the manner described in detail hereafter, various spoilers are deployed at predetermined angles to provide the desired linear roll response.

FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the preferred arrangement of the electric command spoiler system. Here, shown schematically, are the pilot's control wheel 30, the speedbrake lever 32 and the copilot's control wheel 34. In the conventional manner, the pilot's control wheel 30 and copilot's control wheel 34 are mechanically interlocked such that they move in unison. To roll the aircraft either to the right or left, the pilot or copilot rotates his control wheel in the desired direction. The position of each control wheel 30, 34 is transmitted to a representative electrical signal by a series of three transducers 41—43 coupled to the pilot's control wheel 30 and three transducers 51—53 coupled to the copilot's control wheel 34. While numerous position transducers are known to this art, in this the preferred embodiment of the invention the transducers 41—43 and 51—53 are
linear variable differential transformers which produce an output AC voltage having an amplitude corresponding to control wheel position. In a similar manner, a series of three dual transducers 61—63 monitor the position of speedbrake lever 32. In the conventional manner, the speedbrake lever 32 is deflected by either the pilot or copilot to create a corresponding deployment of all spoilers. Thus, the speedbrake lever 32 may be used to deploy all spoilers from their fully retracted to their fully extended positions. The dual transducers 61—63 are also, preferably, linear variable differential transformers which produce an AC voltage having an amplitude representative of speedbrake deflection.

The control wheel transducers 41—43, 51—53 and speedbrake transducers 61—63 connect to six control block 71. The topology of each control block 71—76 (which is described in detail with respect to Fig. 3) is essentially the same for each control block and, as such only control block 71 will be discussed herein.

Control block 71 is comprised of an active channel 81, a standby channel 82 and a model channel 83. As shown, each channel 81—83 is supplied information from a different one of the control wheel transducers 41—43 and a different one of the speedbrake transducers 61—63. In a manner described more fully with respect to Fig. 3, each channel 81—83 processes its input signals and produces left and right spoiler control signals. Normally, the spoiler control signals generated by the active channel 81 are output through the servo loop and switch portion 91 of control block 71 where they are then coupled to a spoiler pair. Here it should be noted that each control block 71—76 connects to a left and right corresponding pair of spoilers. Control block 71, for example, couples to the outermost left and right spoilers 1 and 12.

Fault detection circuitry, which is described in detail with respect to Fig. 4, monitors the active and standby channels 81, 82 comparing their outputs with the signals generated by the model channel 83. If the active channel 81 deviates from the standby and the model by a predetermined threshold level, the active channel 81 is switched out of the system and the standby channel 82 is switched in. However, should the fault detection system detect a fault on the standby or model channel before a fault occurs on the active channel an inhibit operation occurs whereby switching to the standby occurs upon an active channel fault is inhibited. In this manner, despite failures of certain channels, the aircraft may be flown with the flight crew retaining full control over spoiler position.

Fig. 3 is a detailed diagram showing the preferred construction of control block 71 of Fig. 2. While the discussion herein below specifically relates to control block 71, it should be understood that this topology is used for each of the other control blocks 72—76 of Fig. 2. The only differences between the control blocks relates to the particular sources of input signals and to the wheel programs, as will be understood more clearly hereafter.

The control block 71 is comprised of an active channel 81, a standby channel 82, a model channel 83 and the servo loop and switch circuitry, indicated generally at 91.

The input signals to each channel 81—83 includes an output from one of the control wheel linear variable differential transducers (LVDT) and the output from one of the speedbreak LVDT's 61—63. Thus, each channel receives a unique wheel and speedbrake position signal.

Since each of the channels 81—83 contains the same circuit topology, the following discussion will refer only to channel 81.

The AC signals from the control wheel transducer 41 and speedbrake transducer 61 are demodulated to corresponding DC signals by demodulators 101, 102, respectively. The resulting DC signals are inputs to a control logic circuit 110. Also supplied as input signals to control logic circuit 110 is the output from an air ground status block 112, indicative of whether the aircraft is in the air or on the ground, and the output from a flap position block 114. Flap position block 114 provides a DC control signal representative of the angle of the aircraft's flaps. Implementation of the airground status block 112 and the flap position block 114 are well known to those skilled in the art and, as such, will not be discussed herein.

In response to its various input signals, the control logic circuit 110 produces predetermined right and left spoiler actuator command signals, CAR, CAL respectively, in accordance with its internal programming. Figs. 5—11 illustrate the desired output signals for various control wheel commands, speedbrake commands, flap positions and aircraft air-ground status. While a detailed description of the implementation of the control logic circuitry 110 is not given herein, such circuitry would be easily implemented given the instant specification without undue experimentation. It is contemplated that the control logic circuitry 110 may be implemented using analog or digital circuitry.

Whereas the output signals from active channel 81 are CAR and CAL, the corresponding signals out of the standby channel 82 are CBR and CBL whereas those out of the model channel 83 are CCR and CCL. All output signals from the channels 81—83 are fed to the fault detection circuitry, discussed in detail with respect to Fig. 4, whereas only those output signals from the active channel 81 and standby channel 82 are fed to the servo loop and switch circuitry 91.

The servo loop and switching circuitry 91 includes four summing circuits 121—124, each of which receives one of the output signals from the active and standby channels 81 and 82. The output from each summer couples to an amplifier 131—134. A series of switches, all of which are indicated by block 150, determine which of the amplifier 131—134 outputs are coupled to the spoiler actuator. Thus, a switch 151 determines whether the output from amplifier 131 or output
from amplifier 132 controls the right spoiler via a conventional servo valve 152 and spoiler actuator 154. Correspondingly, a switch 161 determines whether the output from amplifier 133 or the output from amplifier 134 is coupled to the servo valve 162 and thence to the spoiler actuator 164 for controlling the left spoiler. In the switch positions shown, the switches 151 and 161 are selecting the active channel right and left outputs, respectively.

To complete the servo loop, a pair of position linear variable differential transformers 156 and 166 produce an output AC signal having a magnitude corresponding to the position of the right and left spoilers, respectively. The output from the right position transducer 156 is demodulated to corresponding amplitude DC signals via demodulators 170, 172 whereas the output from the left position transducer 166 is demodulated to corresponding amplitude DC signals via demodulators 174 and 176. The various demodulators output signals, to wit FAR, FBR, FAL and FBL are used as diagnostic input signals to the fault detection circuitry, as is clearly shown in Fig. 4.

In the well-known manner, the amplifiers 131—134 will produce an output signal which by driving the spoiler tends to reduce the difference between the signals at its corresponding summer 121—124 to a small error value. In this way, the spoilers are driven to a desired position.

Fault detection circuitry 190 is provided which monitors the various diagnostic signals and, should a fault be detected in the active channel signals, the active channel is switched out of being coupled to the spoilers and the standby channel signals are coupled to the spoilers.

Thus, the present design provides a means for maintaining control of each aircraft spoiler despite a failure in one or more of the active channels.

Fig. 4 is a detailed diagram illustrating the preferred embodiment of the fault detection circuitry for use in the electric command spoiler system.

The failure detection circuitry is comprised of an oscillator 200, a series of threshold detectors 201—212, five detectors 220—224 and logic circuitry indicated generally at 230.

The oscillator 200 produces an AC reference signal which, in this the preferred embodiment of the invention, is 400 Hz. Each of the threshold detectors 201—212 will pass a reference signal from its input to its output if and only if the difference between the signals sensed at its sense inputs is less than a predetermined threshold level. Should the threshold level be exceeded, a reference signal is blocked from being passed to the threshold detector output. The detectors 220—224 produce an output logic “zero” level if the AC reference signal is coupled to its input, each detector otherwise produced an output logic “one” level.

The threshold detectors 201, 202 test for faults in the standby channel servo amplifiers (such as channel 82 of Fig. 3). Threshold detector 201 compares the sum of the left standby command signal and the left feedback signal with the left standby servo amplifier signal. A failure, such as in an associated amplifier, summing circuit or feedback circuit creates a large disparity between the signals whereby the threshold detector blocks the signal from oscillator 200 from appearing at its output.

In a similar manner, threshold detector 202 compares the command, feedback and servo amplifier signals for the standby right channel.

Thus, the signal from oscillator 200 reaches detector 220 only if each threshold detector 201—202 receives diagnostic signals having a difference within a determined threshold value.

If detector 220 does not receive the oscillator 200 signal, this indicates a fault in the standby channel and a logic one level is applied to one input of an OR gate 240. OR gate 240 will thus be satisfied and activate its output to a high level which indicates a switch inhibit condition on an associated indicator 242. The switch inhibit condition indicates a failure in the back up system whereby the system, via logic described herein below, will not allow switching from the active to the standby channel.

Threshold detectors 205—208 compare the active channel command signals against the standby and model channels. Thus, the oscillator 200 signal reaches detector 221 only if the command signal for the left and right active channel are within the threshold set by threshold detectors 206 and 206 with the command signals for the standby left and right channels. Similarly, the oscillator 200 signal reaches detector 222 only if the command signals for the active left and right channels are within thresholds determined by threshold detectors 207 and 208 with the command signals produced by the model left and right channels. The output from detectors 221 and 222 is led to an AND gate 244. Since the detectors 221, 222 produce a logic one level only if they do not receive the oscillator signal, AND gate 244 activates its output high only if the active channel is significantly different from both the standby and the model channel. If this occurs, OR gate 246 is satisfied whereby it activates its output which is coupled to AND gate 248. Due to an inversion at the remaining input of AND gate 248, AND gate 248 activates its output high only if the output from OR gate 240 is low. This system corresponds to a not-inhibit condition, i.e., the standby channel operating properly. Thus, upon receiving an output from OR gate 246 indicating that the active channel is different from both the standby and the model channels and by there being no inhibit imposed, AND gate 248 is satisfied and it activates switch 150 which, as is shown in Fig. 3, results in switching the system from active channel control to standby channel control.

The output of detectors 221 and 222 also feed to an EXCLUSIVE OR gate 241. Since the detectors 221, 222 produce a logic one level only if they do not receive the oscillator signal, EXCLUSIVE OR gate 241 activates its output high only if either the standby or the model channel, but not both, are
significantly different from the active channel. If this occurs, EXCLUSIVE OR gate 241 causes OR gate 240 to activate its output high, thereby resulting in a switch inhibit command.

Threshold detectors 209 and 210 detect a malfunction in the servo loops of the left and right, respectively active channels. Due to servo loop operation, the feedback signals, FAL and FAR, should be approximately equal to the corresponding command signals CAL and CAR. Should a failure occur in one of the servo loops the command signal will vary from the feedback by an amount exceeding the threshold level whereby the output from detector 223 will go to a logic “1” state. This, through OR gate 246 and AND gate 248 result in the switching of the system via switch 150 to the standby channels unless a switch inhibit condition exists.

The output from detector 223 is inverted and passed as one input to an AND gate 250. The remaining input to AND gate 250 is the output of detector 224 which responds to threshold detectors 211, 212. These two detectors test for a failure of a demodulator in the standby channel, such as demodulators 172, 176 of Fig. 3. As is seen in Fig. 3, the output from transducer 156 feeds to both demodulator 170 and demodulator 172. Thus, if both demodulators are operating properly then the signal FAR should be approximately equal to FBR. For the same reason, the signal FAL should be approximately equal to the signal FBL. If either of these pairs vary by more than the threshold amount, this signifies that a demodulator in either the active or the standby channel is in a fault condition. Notice however that if a demodulator in the active channel fails then the output from detector 223 is at a logic “1” level. This, when inverted, results in a zero input to AND gate 250 and, as such, AND gate 250 does not create a switch inhibit through NOR gate 240. Thus, with the failure in the active channel, the system can switch to the standby channel.

However, if the demodulator in the standby channel fails then the output from detector 223 is at a logic low which is inverted to a logic high at AND gate 250. Also, the output from detector 224 goes high whereby AND gate 250 couples a switch inhibit signal through OR gate 240. This then, prevents the system from switching to the standby channel.

FIGS. 5 through 11 are graphs illustrating the desired spoiler panel position as a function of control wheel and speedbrake inputs. Thus, the system control logic, such as control logic block 110 of Fig. 3, would be designed to implement the spoiler panel deflections indicated by these curves. The curves were selected to provide a linear rolling moment of the aircraft shown in Fig. 1 as a function of control wheel rotation. It should be understood, however, that this particular functional implementation does not limit the scope of the invention.

FIG. 5 shows spoiler panel position as a function of control wheel position. Here, it should be understood that 100 percent control wheel travel corresponds to ±65° control wheel rotation. The particular curve shown in Fig. 5 applies only to the outboard spoiler panels i.e. 1–4 and 9–12 of Fig. 1, for the condition of the flaps being at less than 10°.

FIG. 6 illustrates the desired outboard spoiler panel deflection for the condition of the flaps being deployed at greater than or equal to 10°.

FIG. 7 illustrates the desired position of the inboard spoiler panels i.e. panels 5–8 of Fig. 1, for the condition of the flaps being at less than 10°.

FIG. 8 illustrates the desired position of the inboard panels for the flaps being at greater than or equal to 10°.

FIG. 9 illustrates the desired spoiler panel minimum and maximum limits as a function of speedbrake lever travel for the condition of the aircraft being on the ground.

FIG. 10 illustrates the desired minimum and maximum limits of the outboard spoiler panels, i.e. 1–4 and 9–10 of Fig. 1, for the condition of the aircraft being airborne.

FIG. 11 illustrates the minimum and maximum spoiler positions as a function of speedbrake lever travel for the inboard spoiler panels, i.e. panels 5–8 of Fig. 1, for the condition of the aircraft being in the air.

Thus, an electric command spoiler system has been disclosed which is capable of independently controlling each spoiler on the aircraft to tailor spoiler response to a desired goal such as linear roll response. The systems redundancy and fault detection circuitry allows positive control of the spoilers even if faults should occur.

Claims

1. Electric command spoiler device for use in an aircraft wherein a plurality of spoilers (1–12) are deployed for both aircraft roll and speed brake operation, comprising
   — a plurality of electric responsive spoiler actuators, each actuator responding to a control signal to actuate an associated spoiler (1–12) to a predetermined deflection between its fully retracted and fully deployed position,
   — roll command means (30, 34) for producing a roll command signal representative of commanded roll upon a deflection of the roll command means (30, 34),
   — logic control means (71–76) responsive to said roll command signals for producing actuator command signals, said logic control means (71–76) including means for coupling each of said command signals to at least one of said associated spoilers actuators,
   — at least two spoilers on each wing, each spoiler (1–12) being independently controlled by an individual actuator,
   — flap position transducer means (114) for producing a signal representative of the aircraft's flap position, characterized by
     a) speedbrake command means (61–63) for producing a speedbrake command signal representative of a command speedbrake condition, b) said logic control means (71–76) responsive
also to said speedbrake command signal and said flap position transducer (114) produced signal for producing an individual predetermined actuator command signal for each actuator, such that the spoiler deployment in response to the roll command signal produces a predetermined roll response of the aircraft.

2. Electric command spoiler device according to claim 1, characterized in that said predetermined roll response is linear related to the rotation of the control wheel (30, 34).

3. The electric command spoiler device of claim 1 characterized by
   — aircraft status means (112) for producing a signal indicative of whether the aircraft is airborne or on the ground; and
   — wherein the logic control means (71—76) is also predetermined responsive to the aircraft status means (112) produced signal for producing the actuator command signals.

4. Electric command spoiler device of claim 1 characterized in that said logic control means (71—76) produce actuator control signals which cause a linear aircraft rolling moment as a function of linear roll command signals.

5. The electric command spoiler device of claims 1—4 characterized in that the logic control means (71—76) further comprises:
   — fault detector means (190) for detecting an erroneous actuator control signal;
   — back up means for producing back up actuator control signals, and
   — switching means (150) responsive to the fault detector means (190) for switching out an erroneous actuator control signal (81) from being coupled to the spoiler actuators and switching in the back up actuator control signal (82) to the spoiler actuators.

6. The electric command spoiler device of claim 5 provided with speedbrake command means characterized in that:
   the roll command means (30, 34) produces a plurality of redundant roll command signal;
   the speedbrake command means (32) produces a plurality of redundant speedbrake command signals, and
   wherein the logic control means (71—76) produces an active actuator control signal responsive to a predetermined first pair of roll and speedbrake command signals and the back up means (82) produced actuator control signal is produced responsive to predetermined second pair of roll and speedbrake command signals.

7. The electric command spoiler device of claim 6 characterized in that the fault detector means (190) comprises:
   — means (83) responsive to a third pair of the roll and speedbrake commands for generating a model actuator control signal; and
   — threshold detector means (207, 208) for comparing the active actuator control signal with the model actuator control signal and producing (222) a fault signal in response to a predetermined difference therebetween;
   — wherein the switching means (150) in-

8. Patentansprüche

1. Elektrische Spoilersteuereinrichtung für die Verwendung in einem Flugzeug, worin eine Mehrzahl von Spoilern (1 bis 12) sowohl für die Flugzeugroll- als auch -geschwindigkeitsbrems-
   operation entfaltet werden, umfassend
   — eine Mehrzahl von elektrisch ansprechenden Spoilerbetätignern, wobei jeder Betätiger auf eine Steuersignal anspricht, um einen zugehörigen Spoiler (1 bis 12) in eine vorbestimmte Auslenkung zwischen dessen vollständig einge-
   fahrenen und vollständig entfalteter Position zu betätigen,
   — eine Rollbefehlsseinrichtung (30, 34) zum Erzeu-
   gen eines Rollbefehlssignals, das für ein be-
   fehltes Rollen bei einer Auslenkung von Roll-
   befehlsseinrichtung (30, 34) repräsentativ ist,
   — eine Logiksteuereinrichtung (71 bis 76), die
   zum Erzeugen von Betätigerbefehlssignalen auf die Rollbefehlssignale anspricht, wobei die Logik-
   steuereinrichtung (71 bis 76) eine Einrichtung zum Ankoppeln von jedem der Befehlsignale an
   wenigstens einen der zugehörigen Spoiler-
   betätiger aufweist,
   — wenigstens zwei Spoiler auf jedem Flügel, wobei jeder Spoiler (1 bis 12) unabhängig mittels
   eines individuellen Betätigers gesteuert wird,
   — eine Klappenpositionswandereinrichtung
   (114) zum Erzeugen eines Signals, das für die
   Klappenposition des Flugzeugs repräsentativ ist,
   gekennzeichnet durch
   a. eine Geschwindigkeitsbremsbefehlsseinrich-
   tung (61 bis 63) zum Erzeugen eines Geschwindigkeitsbremsbefehlssignals, das für einen Geschwindigkeitsbremszustand repräsentativ ist,
   b. wobei die Logiksteuereinrichtung (71 bis 76) auch auf das Geschwindigkeitsbremsbe-
   fehlsignal und das vom Klappenpositions-
   wandler (140) erzeugte Signal anspricht, um ein individu-
   alles vorbestimmtes Betätigerbefehlssignal für je-
   den Betätiger zu erzeugen, derart, daß die
   Spoilerentfaltung in Anspruchnahme auf das Roll-
   befehlsignal ein vorbestimmtes Rollansprechen
   des Flugzeugs erzeugt.

2. Elektrische Spoilersteuereinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß das vorbestimmte Rollansprechen in linearer Bezie-
   hung zu der Drehung des Steuerrads (30, 34) ist.

3. Elektrische Spoilersteuereinrichtung nach Anspruch 1, gekennzeichnet durch
   — eine Flugzeugstatuseinstellung (112) zum Er-
   zeugen eines Signals, das angibt, ob das Flugzeug
   in der Luft oder auf dem Boden ist,
   — wobei die Logiksteuereinrichtung (71 bis 76) auch in vorbestimmter Weise auf das von der
   Flugzeugstatuseinstellung (112) erzeugte Signal
   anspricht, um die Betätigerbefehlssignale zu er-
   zeugen.
4. Elektrische Spoilersteuereinrichtung nach Ansprüchen 1 bis 3, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Logistiksteuereinrichtung (71 bis 76) Betätigungsteuersignale erzeugt, welche ein lineares Flugzeugrollmoment in Abhängigkeit von linearen Rollbefeilsignalen erzeugen.

5. Elektrische Spoilersteuereinrichtung nach den Ansprüchen 1 bis 4, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Logistiksteuereinrichtung (71 bis 76) weiter folgendes umfaßt:
   — eine Fehlerdetectionseinrichtung (190) zum Detektieren eines fehlerhaften Betätigungsteuersignals.
   — eine Reserveeinrichtung zum Erzeugen von Reservebetätigungsteuersignalen, und
   — eine Schalteinrichtung (150), die auf die Fehlerdetectionseinrichtung (190) anspricht, um die Ankopplung eines fehlerhaften Betätigungsteuersignals (61) an die Steuersetätigung auszuschalten, und die Reservebetätigungsteuersignal (82) an die Spoilerbetätigung anzuschalten.

6. Elektrische Spoilersteuereinrichtung nach Ansprüchen 5, die mit einer Geschwindigkeitsbremsfalteseinrichtung versehen ist, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß:
   — die Rollbefeilsignal (30, 34) eine Mehrzahl von redundanten Rollbefeilsignalen erzeugt,
   — die Geschwindigkeitsbremsfalteseinrichtung (32) eine Mehrzahl von redundanten Geschwindigkeitsbremsfalleseinrichtungen erzeugt, und
   — wobei die Logistiksteuereinrichtung (71 bis 76) ein Aktivbetätigungsteuersignal erzeugt, ansprechend auf ein vorbestimmtes erstes Paar von Roll- und Geschwindigkeitsbremsfalleseinrichtungen, und wobei das von der Reserveeinrichtung (82) erzeugte Betätigungsteuersignal in Anspruch auf ein vorbestimmtes zweites Paar von Roll- und Geschwindigkeitsbremsfalleseinrichtungen erzeugt wird.

7. Elektrische Spoilersteuereinrichtung nach Ansprüchen 6, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Fehlerdetectionseinrichtung (190) folgendes umfaßt:
   — eine auf ein drittes Paar der Roll- und Geschwindigkeitsbremsfelder ansprechende Einrichtung (83) zum Erzeugen eines Modellbetätigungsteuersignals, und
   — eine Schwelleinstekdetectionseinrichtung (207, 208) zum Vergleichen des Aktivbetätigungsteuersignals mit dem Modellbetätigungsteuersignal und zum Erzeugen (222) eines Fehlersignals in Anspruch auf eine vorbestimmte Differenz zwischen dieselben, und
   — die Schalteinrichtung (150) eine auf ein erzeugtes Fehlersignal ansprechende Einrichtung (244, 246, 248) zum Ausschalten des Aktivbetätigungsteuersignals und zum Einschalten des Reservebetätigungsteuersignals aufweist.

Revendications

1. Dispositif à aérofreins à commande électrique destiné à être utilisé dans un aéronef, dans lequel plusieurs aérofreins (1–12) sont déployés afin qu'ils permettent un réglage du roulis et du freinage aérodynamique de l'aéronef, comprenant
   — plusieurs actionneurs d'aérofreins à commande électrique, chaque actionneur étant commandé par un signal de commande afin qu'il manœuvre un aérofrein associé (1–12) avec une déviation prédéterminée entre ses positions totalement repliée et totalement déployée,
   — une commande de roulis (30, 34) destinée à créer un signal de commande de roulis représentatif d'un roulis commandé après déviation de la commande de roulis (30, 34),
   — une commande logique (71–76) commandée par les signaux de commande de roulis et destinée à créer des signaux de commande d'actionneurs, la commande logique (71–76) comprenant un dispositif de couplage de chacun des signaux de commande à l'un au moins des actionneurs des aérofreins associés,
   — au moins deux aérofreins montés sur chaque aile, chaque aérofrein (1–12) étant commandé indépendamment par un actionneur individuel,
   — des transducteur (114) de position des volets, destinés à former un signal représentatif de la position des volets de l'aéronef, caractérisé par
     a. une commande de freinage aérodynamique (61–63) destinée à créer un signal de commande de freinage aérodynamique représentatif d'un état de freinage aérodynamique de commande, et
     b. le fait que la commande logique (71–76) est aussi commandée par le signal de commande de freinage aérodynamique et le signal produit par les transducteurs (114) de position des volets afin qu'un signal individuel de commande d'un actionneur prédéterminé soit formé pour chaque actionneur, si bien que le déploiement des aérofreins en fonction d'un signal de commande de roulis donne une réponse prédéterminée en roulis à l’aéronef.

2. Dispositif à aérofreins à commande électrique selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que la réponse prédéterminée en roulis est linéaire par rapport à la rotation du volant (30, 34).

3. Dispositif à aérofreins à commande électrique selon la revendication 1, caractérisé par
   — un dispositif d'état d'aéronef (112) destiné à créer un signal représentatif du fait que l'aéronef est en vol ou sur le sol, et
   — le fait que la commande logique (71–76) est aussi sensible au signal formé par le dispositif d'état d'aéronef (112) afin qu'elle crée les signaux de commande des actionneurs.

4. Dispositif à aérofreins à commande électrique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, caractérisé en ce que la commande logique (71–76) crée des signaux de commande d'actionneurs qui provoquent un moment linéaire de roulis de l'aéronef en fonction des signaux linéaires de commande de roulis.

5. Dispositif à aérofreins à commande électrique selon l'une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que la commande logique (71–76) comporte en outre
— un détecteur de défaut (190) destiné à détecter un signal erroné de commande d'actionneur,
— un dispositif d'appoint destiné à créer des signaux de commande d'actionneurs d'appoint,
et
— un dispositif de commutation (150) commandé par le détecteur de défaut (190) et destiné à empêcher le couplage d'un signal erroné (81) de commande d'actionneur aux actionneurs des aérofreins et à coupler le signal de commande d'actionneurs d'appoint (82) aux actionneurs des aérofreins.

6. Dispositif à aérofreins à commande électrique selon la revendication 5, comprenant la commande de freinage aérodynamique, caractérisé en ce que
la commande de roulis (30, 34) crée plusieurs signaux redondants de commande de roulis,
la commande de freinage aérodynamique (32) crée plusieurs signaux redondants de commande de freinage aérodynamique, et
la commande logique (71—76) crée un signal actif de commande d'actionneur en fonction d'une première paire prédéterminée de signaux de commande de roulis et de freinage aérodynamique et le signal de commande d'actionneur produit par le dispositif d'appoint (82) est formé en fonction d'une seconde paire prédéterminée de signaux de commande de roulis et de freinage aérodynamique.

7. Dispositif à aérofreins à commande électrique selon la revendication 6, caractérisé en ce que le détecteur de défaut (190) comprend
— un dispositif (83) commandé par une troisième paire de signaux de commande de roulis et de freinage aérodynamique et destiné à créer un signal de commande d'actionneur modèle, et
— des détecteurs de seuil (207, 208) destinés à comparer le signal actif de commande d'actionneur au signal de commande d'actionneur modèle et à créer (222) un signal de défaut en présence d'une différence prédéterminée entre eux,
et dans lequel le dispositif de commutation (150) comporte un dispositif (244, 246, 248) commandé par un signal produit de défaut et destiné à mettre hors-circuit le signal de commande de l'actionneur actif et à mettre en circuit le signal d'actionneur d'appoint.
FIG. 3a